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Thank you for purchased led full color kaleidoscope devices, for your personal safety and better use of the product,
please you read this manual carefully before use, according to operating procedures to avoid misuse caused the
damage to personal safety and lighting.

 Instructions for use：
After opened the box, carefully check whether the laser show device damage due to transportation, such as the

screw is loosen, reflective lens is broken and so on.
Please check before connecting the power. Check the lighting placement is correct and steady or not, check the

power supply electrical pressure is the same with the light. Otherwise this kind of damage to the lamp is not an
example of warranty.

The device is a protection device, it must be yellow-green wire ground, and by a professional to complete. Check
before using power supply voltage is normal, if the power supply voltage fluctuation of the region, t is recommended
to use 110V/230V voltage regulator or regulator power supply. After a few seconds, self-powered, self-test is
completed you can use.

 Technical Parameters：
Rated Voltage：AC100-240V, 50Hz-60Hz
Power Consumption: 80W
Light source：60W led
Color：9+white
Control Mode：automatic, music control, DMX512(2CH).
Operating Environment：indoor.

 Mode:

 DMX-512 mode
Channel DMX-512 value Control details

CH1 running
1～128 Manual control mode
128～191 Auto mode
192～255 Sound mode

CH2 Pattern rotation
0～128 Pattern rotates clockwise
129～255 Pattern rotates anticlockwise

 Warranty：

！Please make sure to switch off the power before installation or maintenance.
！Please keep the fan expedite and environment ventilated.
！This laser projector is designed for the indoor, so while using, please avoid any dripping. If you want to use for

outdoor, please do enough waterproof measure.
！Do not use any power voltage and light type of different specifications.
！Please do not see the laser light directly, in case it might damage the eyes.

Mode Binary dial code（ON）
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！Do not use it frequently under the humid atmosphere

1 Sound control 1-10 OFF
2 Automatic mode 1 ON
5 DMX-512 mode 10 ON


